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BROWN LUNG DISEASE. .Continued from page 8

tile Workers Union or. Amenta (TWUA) , which, rep-

resents most organised cotton mill workers, has

worked for elimination and compensation for Brown

Lung. But at most it represents some 10 percent
of textile workers in the -South.

Hope For Ihe Future

As long as 90 percent of the workers in the

cotton textile industry are unorganized, giant

companies like J„P„ Stevens, Burlington, Kaiser-

Roth and Dee ring-Mil liken will feel free to run

their plants as they please- -which means with

little or no regard fox wotke* bo lath and safety.

But there axe signs that the tide may be

turning. The recent strike vior ory of workers at

the Oneita plant in South Caionna is an indica-

tion of a new, mc-ie militant attitude among South-

ern textile workers. And there axe signs that

the next ten years will, see the organizing of

more of these workers than any decade since the

30 ’ s .

The- real key to eliminating Brown Lung lies

in the organizing of the non-union cotton mills.

Harold Weaver sums if up

:

"I imagine there are thousands all over that

has it and not even recognized > t ,
The company

knows of this trjub.!e
;
bur tTu d < • f c-'en want

you to talk about it. The Congressmen knew about

it, and they just kept quiet up there until the

last few yiuxs.

"These past couple of years it has been
more- recognized than ever. But if you had worked

in a cotton mill as long as I have, and it has

got so bad at times that you couldn't see from

one end of the mill to the other, to even tell

who the person was- -I really think that some-

thing should be done about it."

« -30- -
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NOTE TO COVER CREDIT ; Credit the graphic P -A. JLG.C.

The stamp is to commemorate the first anniversary

of Ami i car Cab: at" - death, the PAIGC leader was

assassinated on January 20, 1973 by Portuguese

agents
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(Not Pi to editors: See graphics section, for photo to

go with r.ho following story.

]

*'OUR LCADERSHF’ ! <OJiSN ' T TRUST US TO MAKE THE

RIGHT DECISION:"

STEEtWORKER SPEAKS OUT AGAINST THE NO- STRIKE PACT

(Editor's note: The following information was

taken from the Guardian.)

rjryj YORK (LNS)--In October of 1973 U S Steel

sponccrei full-page ads in Business Week, The Wall

Street Journal, U.S. News and World Report and Time

Magazine featuring, of all people, I.W. Abel,

president of the United Steelworkers union.

Abel looked more like the president of U.S.

Steel then the top exec’s number one labor adver-

sary. artd fudging from the text of the ad, it's no

wond or

,

-I call upon every American," said Abel, "to

enlist in the crucial battle to improve our lag-

ging vrvdooiivity. . . . Let me be blunt: I believe we

are" standing at a pivotal point in our history. If

we a. don’t-give-a-damn attitude we risk be-

coming a second-class economic power. How can we

Improve? By stepping up the efficiency of each

worker „

"

Several steel mill superintendents displayed

the ad or. plant bulletin boards, provoking an Im-

mediate response from Bruce Johnston, vice-president

of labor relations for U.S. Steel. In a memo dated

October IS, Johnston said: "During a visit to Home-

stead District Works... I noticed on plant 'bulletin

boards, prominently featured, a copy of the I.W.

Abel productivity ad.

"During our discussions with the advertising

and marketing people it was , I thought, clearly

agreed that 'this particular poster would not be

utilized In our plants . We have all feared over-

exposure of I. W. Abel on this whole ENA-Productivity

question, and we have recognized the risk of setting

him up for his political opposition by too much

identity with us. He has trusted USS not to do

this o

"We’re getting lots of requests concerning the

ad. My general view is that it should not be given

I'cr ,-,'U any plants (our company or others } with

bra - Iwf hr bargaining units."

The memo was addressed to R.O. Hawkanson, U.S,

Steel’s vice-president of public relations, and

copies were sent to the chief negotiator for the

basic steel Industry and to the Western and Eastern

super i nt endants for U.S. Steel.

in addition, copies of the memo fell into the

hands of steelworkers and rank and file organiza-

tions have been circulating It in the steel mills

as a leaflet—certainly not part of U.S. Steel's

p 1 an >

Abel claims that increased worker productivity

and greater technology on the part of the steel

.

Industry will keep America number one- -a situation

he implies is good for company and worker alike.

But in reality, the productivity drive is

the main factor behind the loss of jobs in steel

mills, since it involves speed-ups and eliminating

Fag’iTT' “LIBERATION News Service
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jobs. The steel Industry compiled a record 76

million tons of crude steel in the first half of

production in 1972 --4 million tons more thani the

first half of 1971. But while production increased,

there were 40,000 fewer steelworkers.

U.S. Steel ranks: 13 on the Fortune Magazine

list of the top 500 industrial corporations with

assets of over $6.5 billion in 1972.

Abel is also responsible for pushing through

the 1973 Experimental Negotiating Agreement—

the ENA referred to in the October 15 memo. This

is a no-strike pact which the union signed with

the basic steel industry this year and which Abel

has called "an unprecedented experiment that we

think will prove there is a better way for labor

and management to negotiate contracts."

But much of the steelworker rank and file dis-

agree. The following is an interview with a leader

of the insurgent right-to- strike movement within

the United Steelworkers union. Ed Mann, a steel-

worker for 22 years, is secretary-treasurer of

the Rank and File Team, a reform group inside

the union. He is also now president of USW Local

1462 at Youngstown, Ohio, one of the first locals

to oppose the no-strike pact.

The interview with Mann was conducted by

Staughton Lynd and first appeared in the January

2 Guardian. It has been shortened for reasons of

space.

ik ± -k

WHEN YOU STARTED WORKING, WAS THE RANK AND

FILE FREE TO STRIKE?

When I started in the open hearth the men often

struck for better incentives, safety equipment,

and better working conditions . In three or four

months they might have three or four wildcat

strikes. It was apparent to me that immediate

action got immediate results.

If you had a wildcat, Phil Murray (then pres-

ident of the union) wasn't available. In two or

three days they'd find Murray and by then things

were pretty much settled. The companies wanted

their production so they generally settled on

something.

David McDonald (the second USWA president)

tended to be available during a wildcat and would

say, "hey, you'd better get back to work." Abel

has made it very clear. On the one walkout we had

he sent us a telegram which said immediately get

back to work or you lose your jobs."

WHAT ABOUT ABEL?

We felt that Abel was going to be true to

his campaign promises. We really felt that this was

a turning around of our union, that the rank-

and file would have a say—so, the right to be in-

volved in all the decisions that are made in a

union. [Ed. The steelworkers have never been allow-

ed to ratify (vote to accept or reject) a national

contract. A delegate assembly votes instead.]

We thought Abel's election meant the end of de-

cisions being made at the top and just handed

down, saying "Here you are boys, now live with

January 12, 19.74 more...



Aid , ! b’~ district directors * the staff men

—

they don't b-ive to go in that mill and live with the

contracts tiey give ns „ Now if we could negotiate

the contracts end have the right to ratify them,

I* id ssrv we could live with them a little better.

I think Abel has nothing but contempt for the

member-shir when he refuses to let us ratify our

contracts or -any other agreements . Our leadership

doesn't trust us to make the right decision.

Since Abel took office the dues were increased;

the service was not increased. In our district

I don't think we had a district conference more

than once in five years, until now that the Rank

and File ^eas is applying pressure. We've had no

civ 1 righto: conferences, no legislative conferences

And we don't feel that the international is really

responsive to What's going on on the job.

Abel and the compaines have made deals that

the rone and file didn't have anything to do with,

vve'ro being taxed to support an Organization that

doesn't represent us.

Some locals have backlogs of hundreds of

grievances . They never see their staff men. We

have tv bureaucratic machinery but it isn't for

thr wA-t lie. It just keeps itself in office.

We work in an old plant and some of the con-

ditions do become unbearable. The company ' s at-

titude is "file a grievance,” because they know

they can stall for time. Now the grievance pro-

cedure isn't negotiations, but future contracts

are based on what happens in the grievance pro-

cedure. If nothing happens in the grievance pro-

cedure, nothing’s going to happen at contract time.

WHEN WAS THE EXPERIMENTAL NEGOTIATING AGREE-

MENT FIRST SUGGESTED?

The only clue we had that Abel would propose

an agreement like the ENA was about six years ago.

Abel presented a proposal to the international

executive board on going to arbitration [Ed. This

is when the company and the union agree to submit

unresolved contract disputes to binding arbitra-

tion. They then agree to accept the decision of

a third party on the matter.] And the executive

board voted it down. The only reaction was "Yeah,

the international executive board did the right

thing.
1

' Bom.eti.mes when you've won a battle you

think you've won it. A lot of us aren't sophisti-

cated enough tc think that we've got to fight

these battles every few years.

WHAT DID YOUR LOCAL THINK ABOUT THE PRODUC-

TIVITY CLAUSE?

As soon as the productivity clause came out

in the 197.1 contract, our local immediately went

on record that we were in opposition to it.

[Ed. The productivity clause called for the es-

tablishment of a joint advisory Committee on

Productivity in every steel mill. Union and company

representatives on the board would then work to-

gether tc improve productivity and "promote orderly

and peaceful
1

relations with the employees and

achieve uninterrupted operations in the plant .

"]

We felt that our civil rights committee had been

ignored, our safety committee had to battle tooth

and nail for every safety thing they wanted cor-

rected.

And then we are saddled with the productivity

committee that the company was more than willing

to work with. Guru stand was that we're not

interested in increasing productivity until they

increase safety, meet with the civil rights com-

mittee and so on.

The experience we've had with the Youngstown

Sheet and Tube Co. was that if it's good for

the union the company will have nothing to do

with it, and if it's good for the company they'll

push it all the way.

I refused to participate in the productivity

committee: it just doesn't reflect my feelings

or the feelings of the people I represent on What

the union is all about. Increased production means

an increased workload on my men. I'm not interested

in creating, more workload for the people I rep-

resent. I want more people employed! and I want

a workload that people can live with.

During the period of the productivity em-

phasis we had four deaths:; in our company. One

of the men killed was a boy that worked there

seven days and another man was one that worked

there 30-some years on the same job. I think it

was because of "Hurry up, get the job done" in

unsafe conditions for the sake of production.

YOU DIDN'T KNOW ANYTHING IN ADVANCE ABOUT

THE NO-STRIKE PACT?

The Experimental Negotiating Agreement

was a very well-kept secret. An agreement of this

importance didn't come up in just one meeting.

Abel had to be meeting and negotiating with the

companies, and the executive board must have been

involved. The ENA must have been worked out over

a period of months , or years

.

When the Basic Steel Industry Conference was

called in the spring of 1973 there was no notice

of what the local presidents were to go for. In

fact, only half of them showed up. They didn't

realize the importance of it.

It wasn't a roll call vote. It was "ayes"

and "nays." I've sat through enough of those to

know that what Abel wants he gets . A lot of local

presidents hope to be staff men some day and

don't really oppose Abel's policies. When you

get local presidents that give some thought:: to

what's going on in the shop, you get people that

oppose his policies.

I had a hand in getting petitions circulated

in the Youngstown area. It was amazing the people

who would walk up and say, "The only thing that

makes a union is the right to strike. Without

it what do we need a union for?"

When I ran for office last June the people

that ran for office with me, our whole group, made

it clear that we were in opposition to this Ex-

perimental Negotiating Agreement . Our local is

behind us in anything we want to do in opposition

to the ENA. But we don't do anything as a local

unless we take it back tc the members.
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IN GENERAL, WHY DO YOU OPPOSE THE ENA?

Looking at past history, I think the unions

made real gains only through self-help. They didn't

get anywhere when they left it up to the company

to dole out better conditions or even left it up

to an arbitrator. Arbitrators didn't get us the

eight-hour day. Arbitrators didn't get us pensions.

They didn't even get us hospitalization. This was

done by the people on the job.

The record of arbitration cases is how many

the company wins and how many the union wins . We

are on the very short end of the stick.

Arbitrators may be fair people but somemmes

fairness doesn't enter into it. What's a decent

working condition? Arbitrators aren't down in that

mill. They can take a tour or read about it in a

book but they don't really know what the conditions

are if they don't have to keep up with that con-

veyor, day in arid day out. I don't feel a third

party should have any input into labor—management

problems. I think they should settle it themselves

and if they can't, the 'alternative is a strike.

-30-

**************************************************
***************************************************

NIXON D00MWATCH—MEDIA PREPARES FOR

RESIGNATION OR IMPEACHMENT

NEW York, N.Y. (LNS)—New York magazine

reports that the television networks and wire ser-

vices have set in motion "The Nixon Doomwateh,"

to prepare for Nixon's sudden resignation or re-

moval from office.

There is a pervasive feeling in Washington

and New York newsrooms, the magazine says, that

the news will be announced in late January or cer-

tainly by early spring, and the media is ready

with video-tape highlights of the Nixon years

and his political obituary ,for use at a moment's

notice.

Nixon has said on more than one occasion that

he will stay in office "as long as I'm in good health

health," and newspaper columnists have suggested

that this statement could provide a way out.

When Nixon was hospitalized for viral

pneumonia last summer, it was reported that he

had been coughing blood. Although Nixon's per-

sonal physician denied the report. New York maga-

zine says that the source of this account was none

..other - than White House advisor General Alexander

Haig

.

If Nixon decides to hang on until impeach-

ment proceedings begin. New York reports that the

Ford Foundation may be setting aside funds to pay

for live television coverage by the Public Broad-

casting System.

-30-

***************************************************

"In rebellion alone, woman is at ease, stamping out

both prejudice and suffering; all intelligent women
will sooner or later rise in rebellion.

—Louise Michel, Paris Commune leader, 1890

LIBERATION News Service

[See packet # 539 for more info on Godley]

PALESTINIAN ORGANIZATION DENOUNCES NOMINATION OF

GODLEY AS AMBASSADOR TO LEBANON : DIRECTED

COUNTER-INSURGENCY EFFORTS IN LAOS FROM EMBASSY

LIBERATION News Service

BEIRUT, Lebanon (LNS )—The Popular Front?

for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), a Marxist

guerilla organization centered in Beirut, has

issued a warning against the nomination of G.

McMurtrie Godley as the new U.8. Ambassador to

Lebanon

o

The warning accompanied public disclosure in

the Lebanese press that in his last assignment

,

as ambassador to Laos, Godley was in charge of

carrying out counter-insurgency activities . These

activities include bmombing the countryside and

hiring mercenary soldiers through the Central Intel-

ligence Agency (CIA).

The weekly publication, A1 Hadaf , the PFLP paper,

said in its January 5 edition that "the appointment

of such a man in the Arab region at the time it is

passing through crucial conditions is a very serious

matter which challenges the entire Arab nation."

Referring to his "crimes in Southeast Asia," A1 Hadaf

said that Godley' s nomination should be rejected by

the Lebanese government.

After long debate, the Seriate Foreign Relations

Committee rejected Godley' s nomination to be Assistant

Secretary of State for East Asian Affairs last July

11 because of his Involvement in the air war in Laos.

Godley' s rejection by the committee, chaired by Sen-

ator William Fulbright, was the first Rejection of

a presidential appointment by that committee in any

administration. At that time. Senator Fulbright said

he was "disturbed" that Godley was so "ddeply involved"

in U.So Asian policy.

Godley became Ambassador to Laos in 1969, re-

placing William H. Sullivan who had held the position

since 1964. Godley served there until April], 1973.

During the Sullivan-Godley period the United States

dropped almost two million tons of bombs on Laos—
about two-thirds of a ton for every woman, man and

child in the country. For the first five years of its

duration, the bombing was kept secret from the American

public

.

Godley has said that he "thoroughly enjoyed" his

four year in Laos. He was often described in news

accounts as more of a military commander than a

diplomat, directing air strikes against "enemy" targets

from the embassy. According to reports, he seemed to

enjoy the excitement of the role he played in planning

air strikes.

Godley* s nomination by Nixon on December 20 has

not yet been approved either by the Lebanese govern~

ment or by the U.S. Senate. Reports from Beirut

indicate that the information about his background has

caused concern in official quarters . As one Lebanese

official warned, Godley ' s appointment "may have some-

thing to do with the fate of the Palestinians in Leb-

anon in the period following the conclusion of Middle

East peace at the Geneva conference."

Lebanon lias been the main center for the Palestinian
-resistance since King Hussein of Jordan moved. against

the Palestinians there in 1970 * killing up to 20,000

r

e

fugees 0 -30-
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GOV'T DROPS FEDERAL CHARGES AGAINb 1 WEATHER PEOPLE:

"THE POSSIBILITY ELI .13 THAT THEY MAY BE NAMED

L. rUniRE INDICTMENTS"

LIBERATION News Service

CHICAGO (LNS )
- - In early January a federal pros-

ecutor dropped the last of the charges against the

Weather Underground rather than, disclose the extent

and nature of government surveillance on the organ-

isation, Coupled with an earlier govememnt deeiv

sion in Detroit last October to cease prosecution

rather than reveal their tactics ,
the Weather Under-

ground now has only minor local charges outstanding

against them.

Lawyers involved on the Weather defenses, however*

warn that if any of the ten members still underground

were to surface they would probably be hit with other

federal charges * such as the yet unsolved bombings

in' the Capitol „
the Pentagons, and the New York office

of IT!, Communiques or phone calls in all three of

those instances placed responsibility for the actions

on the Weather Underground,

"My feeling is," said Gerald Lefcourt, a New York

lawyer who successfully fought the Weather case,

"that if. Kathie Boudin and Bemadine Dohin and Mark

Rudd walked into my office tomorrow and said call the

FBI, the FBI would come down here and arrest them for

something, I don't, know if the govememnt could

prove -
'anything, ' but it's so obvious that the govern-

ment is still looking for these people,"

The Weather Underground formed in 1969, splint-

ering from the Students for a Democratic Society and

advocating "direct attacks on the imperial machinery"

as the way to fight U.S. imperialism. They took

their name from the Dylan lyrics, "You don't have

to be a weatherman to know which way the wind blows."

In October, 1969, they staged an action in Chi-

cago which they called "Days of Rage" during which

they encouraged people to Tibring the war home," The

three days of street fighting was followed by other

violent confrontations in different parts of the

country. The following spring they were hit with

federal charges in Chicago for conspiracy to commit

interstate riot, and two months later in Detroit-

for bombing conspiracy.

On March 6 ,
1970, a townhouse in a quiet well-off

section of Greenwich Village was ripped apart by a

shattering explosion. It took days to recover the

bodies, and there was some uncertainty in identifi-

cation because they were so badly mutilated. But it

was generally believed that the dead were Ted Gold,

Diana Oughton and Terry Robbins, All three had been

involved with the Weather group and the press re--
-

ported that the townhouse was "an SDS bomb factory,"

It was about this time that many Weather members

decided to go underground. And since the federal in-

dictments were issued in the spring of 1970 10 of the

12 people named in the Chicago indictment have re-

mained uncaptured. It is generally assumed that they

are still in this country

v

The two captured defendents , Judy Clark and

Linda Evans, were both picked up in New 'York City

and served SO days on state charges. Another defend-.

Page 4 LIBERATION" ¥ews' Service

ent, Howard Machtinger, was arrested in New-

York last September; But he jumped bail in Oct-

ober and went underground again. Later, Macht-

inger sent a letter’ to various New York papers

-'©xplMniflS- "that he thought he would be more

useful underground and not in jail.

The non-chalant manner with which the gov-

ernment dropped the indictments is interseting

in itself. The fact that the ten people still at

large have been underground for four years has

been embarrassing to the FBI and others. This

embarrassment, combined with the certain illegal

surveillance of the SDS Chicago office, are seen

as the roots for dropping the charges. But both

lawyers working for the Weather Underground and

government people have made it clear that drop-

ping the charges doesn’ t mean the end of the

search ' for those originally indicted.

An.. '-FBI- spokesman said that the March, 1971

Capitol bombing, the May, 1972 Pentagon bombing,

and the bombing of the Latin American division

offices of 'ITT in New York following the coup

in" Chile are still under- "intensive investigation,"

The FBI spokesman admitted that "The possibility

exists, that they (the Weather Underrgound) may

be named: in future indictments.; This, of course,

would heat up the investigation" for the under-

ground members

.

Stressing that the FBI is still searching

furiously for the underground members, Lefcourt

explained that in the last month he has heard

from four people who have been contacted by a-

gents in search of Weather people.

The ten fugitive Weather people are just part

of what the Justice Department estimates (prob-

ably conservatively) as 35 people associated

with the "New Left" that the government is seek-

ing. Included on that list are 6 who are on the

FBI's most wanted list. They are:

*Cameron Bishop-- a Colorado college student

accused,;:of .dynamiting microwave stations in the

West.

*David Fine, Dwight Armstrong and Lee Burt--

wanted for the bombing of Army Math Research Cen-

ter at the University of Wisconsin in which a grad-

uate student was killed. Armstrong's brother, Karle-

ton was arrested in Canada, extradicted to the U.S.

and pleaded- guilty to the charges. This fall he

was sentenced to 23 years in prison.

*Susan. Saxe and Katherine Ann Powers— charged
with killing a Boston police officer after aj bank
robbery. They are also accused of a raid on a Na-
tional Guard Armory.

"My hope, very frankly," said Leonard Boudin,
a radical lawyer whose daughter Kathie went under-
ground with the Weather group four years ago, "is,
as the revelations of official lawlessness develop
further, that there will be a nationwide campaign
of amnesty for these young people." Boudin lumps
together all of the antiwar protestors from Weather
people to draft evaders as "young people who were
the first to recognise the official lawlessness."

Lefcourt said ha _halie Wea thex ReQ.
plg
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could uc s« ful 1y defend I'wS'S against those

local charge? shorn1 R tt ' v,«ose to surface. "It

would be a%trugsl t- , but I don’t think we would have

a mai or problem, " he said, Boudin said the outstand-

ing ehafg v- against ^thu., for example, are minor.

The threat of new i/.i fitments ,
though, as well

as the fact that there has been no indication that

they want to surface, seems to mean that, the Weath-

er i.int,i-'f|¥C'n,\d will remain underground.

- - 30- -

ALTERED NIXON SPEECH A BEST-SELLER:

DEMONSTRATING "THAT TAPE IS INFINITELY FLEXIBLE"

NEW YORK (LNS)— "I had prior knowledge of the

Watergate break-in/' says the familiar monotone of

Richard Nbr-n. "1 took part in the subsequent cover-

up..,! A,”H continue ro subvert the institutions of

•gbvemment by unlawful means/' What's this.* The pres-

ident admitting to crimes against the American peop-

le? Well, not exactly.

It sounds real enough, but in fact the record-

ing is an altered version of Nixon's August 15 speech

in which he denied any involvement in, or knowledge

of, the Watergate break-in and cover-up. The record

is a cleverly edited version of the Nixon speech

made- by New York recording engineer I.S. Teibel

.

Teibel , 35, heard Nixon’s innocence speech and,

amidst the controversy around the presidential tapes,

decided to make his own version of the speech to

prove to students in his tape editing course at the

New School for Social Research how easily a tape can

be altered. The Teibel version of the speech involved

making b’0 splices a minute,

"I certainly wasn't out to challenge the pres-

ident/' said Teibel in defense of his work. "I'm

basically apolitical- -I’ve never voted in my life.

I just wanted to demonstrate that tape is infinitely

flexible and that if you accept a tape for evidence,

you're asking for trouble,"

When Teibel 's tape was first issued as a 45 RPM

(with the original speech on the flip side for added

laughs) not surprisingly most radio stations refused

to touch it, Word-'Of-mouthjiews of the record travel-

ed quickly, though, and it is now in its sixth print-

ing, Teibel' s mail order business has received orders

from all over the country/ some asking that it be

sent in a plain brown wrapper.

"The Altered Nixon Speech," as the record is

called, is selling best in Washington, D.C. Teibel

has received a dozen orders from Capitol Hill staf-

fers and a record store near the White House reports

that they can't keep it in stock.

Meanwhile, a pro-Nixon song written by Tin Pan

Alley by composer Henry' Tobias is doing less well on

the market . Tobias' song., called "Hang In There, Mr.

President," which offers the -advice "Let them hol-

lar, let them cry . You just keep your head up high,"

has sold less than 100 copies.

However, Nixon has sent Tobias a note thanking

him for the thought

,
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[See photos In graphics section of this packet.

Also, for map of Thailand, see packet #449.]

STUDENT DEMONSTRATIONS ERUPT FOR SECOND TIME

IN THAILAND AS CIA "FORGED LETTER" PLOT IS

REVEALED

BANGKOK, Thai land (LNS)-- On January 9, thou-

sands of students demonstrated in the streets of

Tangkok to protest continued U.S. presence in their

country. The action was sparked by the revelation

that a CIA agent in Thailand had sent a phony

letter to Thai Premier Sayna. The letter purported

to be an offer from "Communist" ‘-insurgents for a

cease-fire in exchange for insurgent autonomy.

The January 9 demonstration had more than the

usual impact because only -three .months before, on

October- -1-3, -i-a*g.e.r«-but ominously similar-- dtudent

demonstrations toppled
-

the government then in power,

that of Field Marshall Thanom Kittikachom.

Hundreds of thousands of students partitipated

in the October demonstrations, some travelling from

outlying- districts- to -gather in Bangkok the week

proceeding.October dS.. The government tried to sup-

press the unarmed demonstrators, using U.S. -supplied

tanks, tear gas,, helicopter gunshxps and machine

guns. It is estimated 'that between 200-400 students

were killed during the demonstrations. Thousands

were wounded.

To replace the toppled regime the Thai King

appointed Sayna Thammasak, rector of Bangkok's larg-

est university, and a man. highly respected among

the student
.

population. Sayna- was the- .protoge of

liberal Premier Prypdi Phanomyong who overthrew the

Thai monarchy in 1932 only to be overthrown in a

military coup in 1947. The * 47 coup initiated a

chain of military regimes broken for the first time

in thirty years with the ouster of Thanom.

The Thanom regime was, open to criticism from

all quarters.- -flagrant corruption at all levels of

the government bureaucracy an inflation rate reach-

ing 12% in 19.73, a- rapidly rising unemployment rate,

crime in Bangkok’s. .streets,, and finally, an increas-

ing troublsome insurgent, struggle in the northern

and far southern areas of the country.

The effect of the student movement on the Bang-

kok government was a. surprise to most observers since

Thailand has had a reputation for being a stable,

pragmatic nation, not given to extremes, of any sort.

This description applied especially to the students—

nearly all of whom come from well-to-do families

in Bangkok, The remaining 85% of Thailand's popula-

tion (a complex, combination of Meo, Lao, ethnic

Thai, Chinese and Vietnamese cultural groups) live

and work in isolated rural areas.

In October, the student movement--which rep-

resents a coalition of political sentiments ranging

from extreme right to leftist—were primarily con-

cerned with the issues of restoration of a civilian

government ,
eliminating corruption, inflation, and

unemployment. Many of -them, about to graduate from

the university, found that they were "overeducated"

for the Thai job market and faced almost certain un-

employment upon graduation.

The recent demonstrations against U.S. presence,

however, grough-t into focus the role of the U.S. in

tw -vt 1 and* s economy and no i i1 1 ca.l_stru

c
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The phony CIA letter
,

i-oy- vied to encourage
desertion from th% rmtht the insurgents, was. de-

tected when an c>TT' _ ,y registered the: letter us-
ing the CIA* s . ,inF;Vok office as its return address,.
Its revelation strengthened-.. the position of the more
progressive students %: © were attempting to make U.S.
presence in Thru land a primary issue.

Apparently the activity of the students alone,
or even the ouster of Th attorn, whom many Western
diplomats admitted was out of favor with most Thais,
did not threaten the U.S , role in Thailand. However,
the possibility that Sayna, under pressure from in-

creasingly militant students,, will push the UlS, out
of Thailand, or po soft on the insurgents

,
is. more

than a little troubling to the U.S,

The U.S, pro,-sen re, both military and economic,
in Thailand is considerable. At present, the U.S.
has more than 40,000 troops based in Thailand. Dur-
ing the heiglu of the ai r war against Cambodia, Laos
and North Vietnam, Thailand served as the primary
base of operations for the Air Force.

For example, during the period from 1965-1969,
the U.S. government spent more than. $2 billion .pri-

marily for base construction, employment of Thai
personnel and supplies. The London Financial Times
estimated, in 1969, that, this investment meant a
$200 million plus for Thailand's balance of payments
each year of peak military activity. Without that
plus, Thailand would almost surely run a balance of
payments deficit of more than $300 million yearly.
(It is just that problem which is at least partly
responsible for the current inflation.)

In addition, the Times pointed out that more .

than 20,000 Thais earned their living on U.S. bases
at the height of the air war.

As that phase of the war wound down, however,
the U.S. cut down on military construction in Thai-
land, and reduced somewhat the number of GIs sta-

tioned there.

But as U.S, military investments declined, U.S.
corporate interests zoomed. And conditions were ripe
Under various military regimes, Thailand had acquir-
ed a series of laws designed to profit foreign in-
vestors and their Thai representatives. For example,
labor unions (and political parties) were outlawed
in 1.958; there is a partial duty and tax exemption
on imported raw materials; there is no fax on impor-
ted machinery; 100% foreign''owned enterprises are
permitted.

If the new government's civil an character does
proves less enthusiastic about repressing the insur-
gents in the north and far south, then the U.S.'s
interests would be directly affected, A report from
the Economic Research Division of the Chase Manhat-
tan Bank put; it this way: "Thailand promises to be
an excellent investment and sales area for Americans
if the rebel insurgencies can be contained."

March 23, 1972, statistics made available by diplo-
mats in Bangkok,, report; that the insurgents A
killed- more than 1200- Royal Thai Army soldiers in
the period, ..from.. 19:6.9.-.1J.72. In that period the Royal
Government reported moretthan.-lSOO. wounded.. On the
other hand,., the number of insurgents killed, accord-
ing to these same .statistics, ranged from only 1/3
to 1/4. as many. So r for every insurgent, killed, the
Government lost three or. four men. More recent re-
ports indicate that this trend is continuing.

The Royal. Thai- forces are using troops trained
by the U.S. military, and equipment from nearby U.S.
bases.. All. of the .counterinsurgency techniques em-
ployed in Vietnam am being used in Thailand: popu-
1 at ion '.dispersal,, free-fire zones, assassination,
napalm, anti-personnel weapons, etc.

However, if the student movement continues to
pressure Premier Sayna. to eliminate the U.S. presence
in Thailand,,his relationship with the U.S. could be
severely undermined..

Admiral Thomas Moorer, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs . of. -Staff ,,testified before the House Committee
on Foreign 'Affairs; .earlier 'this year, justifying the
more than $120 million in U.S. aid to Thailand. He
explained:

"Politically, Thailand- has. a leading position
among Southeast. Asian, nations : ... .Its armed forces and
geography,contribute; greatly to the stability in
that unhappy part of the world.,.. The Thai government
faas

A permitted us. to maintain on her soil bases to
support U.S. . interests in Indochina. The

' internal
stability . has. .been., threatened :

by a Gimmunist inspir-
ed and .supported, insurgency. Countering this insur-
gency is the responsibility of the Thai government,
but they cannot ' fully. discharge this responsibility
without, technical and material assistance from the
U.S."

For., those reasons, ; many- in the press and Bang-
kok diplomatic, corps predict that a new military
coup--headed by Thanom: and backed by the U.S.QQ-
is not at all unlikely.

--30--
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CANADIAN WOMEN’S CALENDAR AVAILABLE

TORONTO (LNS)--The Canadian Women's Educational
Press has,published, a. 1974 appointment calendar, put
together by the .' Saskatoon. ^Women'-s. 'Calendar Collective

.

Entit led Hers-tory: A Canadian Women's Calendar , i

t

notes dates of-special, importance in Canadian fem-
inist. history. It is filled with attractively laid
out photographs, quotes and historical information.

The Woman's .Press,, begun in the spring of
1972, also publishes books and pamphlets, including
a book an the Canadian, woman's movement, four
children's took; a bibliography on women's liber-
ation and revolution, and a forthcoming songbook.

The question is - can they be contained? The
Patriot! e Front of Thailand, which is engaged in
military struggles in the far north, the northeast,
and the far south- (near Malaysia)

,
has seen more

and more success with each year.

Their catalog is available from: Canadian
Women's. Educational Press.,. 280 Bloor St. West,
No. 305, Toronto Ontario, Canada

}
for $3. Bulk rates

are available.
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DEBILITATING BROWN LUNG DISEASE STRIKES THOUSANDS

OF TEXTILE WORKERS-

"THE CO. KNOWS Or THIS TROUBLE, BUT THEY DON'T EVEN

WANT vrr- ro TALK ABOUT IT"

LIBERATION News Service

[Editor's note: Most of this story comes from

an article by : i Kahn, a community organizer in the

South's textile area, which appeared in the Decem-

ber Southern Patriot , The name of the North Carolina

texti le" worker who is quoted throughout the story

is fictitious. Additional information came from

Health-PAC, The Ralph Nader Task Force Report on

Job Health and Safety , and Work is Dangerous to

Your Health
.

J

"I have worked all of my life in the cotton

mi 1

1

3 for 44 years , Before I even finished grammar

school, circumstances forced me to go to work,, When

I went to work s h was in good health . J could get

out and rim and -play and wasn't bothered any. So

I went to work in the carding department . . .

,

"The mill then was much more open than today.

But I began to notice when 1 would plays A couldn’t

breathe as good as I could before I went to work.

But 1 kept on working and my breathing kept on get-

ting worse, I went along3 and 1 got to the point

where T would fust cough and sometimes hang over a

can and cough and become ' nauseated in my stomachs

and I began to be bothered about my condition,

"1 decided that maybe this dust was doing that,

I have seen 300-watt electric bulbs in the plant

that I worked in where the ceiling was highs vend

they looked like they were red and not much more

than a 25-watt bulb . When the mill would run 2 or

3 days 3 you could look up and see the light bulbs

and 'they looked like they were red. You could

^

get over by the window where the sun was shining

through and the dust particles were so thick when

you looked into that sunshine that it looked like

you could dust reach out and grab a handful of it,.,

"All my life I have been very actives but now

I am short of breath 3 and I can’t do anything. I get

so short of breath and so weak3 I aan hardly go.

As far as I see things , and as far as the doctor

says 3 I will be like this as long as I live.’’

--Testimony of Lacy Wright before

the Senate Subcommittee on Labor, April 28, 1970.

Harold Weaver is a friendly looking man in his

early 50 s s. His hair is just beginning to thin. His

children have left home and he lives with his wife

in a small but comfortable house. He works steadily

and- -after 30 years on the job--brings home what

seems to him like pretty good money.

He has only one real problem: he can hardly

breathe. Like thousands of other Southern workers

Harold is the victim of occupational respiratory

dieseases. All these diseases have different ob-

scure medical names, depending on what substance

it is that's choking your lungs and poisoning your

system: pneumoniconiosis for coal miners, silico-

sis for other miners, asbestosis for asbestos workers,

byssinosis for cottnn mill workers.

Harold has worked all his life in a cotton

mill card room, and his lungs, poisoned by cotton

dust, axe starting to give out.

"It's really got bad a few times--it felt as

though mv chest was going to explo de, that it was
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just going to break my ribs and come on out. One

time it got so bad I just sat down. What had happen-

ed was that they let this other man off- at 8 o'

clock and left me there to run it by myself, which

the last three hours is a lot worse than the first

five

.

"I started falling and another man came over

there and run it for me and told me to sit down."

Of the four diseases mentioned above, byssin-

osis is probably the least well known. West Vir-

ginians became familiar with silicosis as early

as the turn of the century when workers digging

railroad tunnels were killed by it, and it is still

a problem in some mines

.

Asbestosis is also well known, partly because

asbestos poisoning is a major cause of lung cancer

among workers. And pneumoniconiosis --Black Lung--

has been the object of organizing, strikes and other

pressure by coal miners in recent years

.

Byssinosis, or Brown Lung, however, is one

of the most ignored and neglected industrial dis-

eases in this country Many textile manufacturers

and company doctors still deny it exists--much as

coal corporations for years denied the existence

of Black Lung.

American medical literature contains few ref-

erences to it-~despite the fact that it has been

known to afflict cotton, flax, and hemp mill workers

on three continents. And although byssinosis has

been the subject of detailed studies in England

for the past 70 years, the U.S. Health Service con-

cluded in 1947 that in this country "the problem

of serious dust disease among cotton workers is

hardly known to exist."

In 1961 an English scientist, refusing to be-

lieve the prevailing industrial and medical propa-

ganda that American textile mills were too modem
to allow cotton dust to become a health hazard,

came here to study some mills. His findings, which

have been corroborated several times since, were

that American textile workers have as much byssin-

osis as those in England and other courttries

.

The prospects for a worker afflicted with

Brown Lung are pot good. To begin with, few doctors

are familiar enough with the disease to diagnose

it accurately. Many of those who do understand the

disease are located in mill towns where a diagnosis

of emphysema, asthma or smoker's cough is more ac-

ceptable to the company.

Companies Dismiss the Problem

The textile industry has long been based in

isolated, patriarchal southern mill towns where

scientific evidence, particularly if adverse to

industry, is slow to permeate. The word of the

mill owner is still law. As late as 1969, Dr. Peter

Schragg, a young public health physician told

MEDICAL WORLD NEWS that the owners of several small

textile companies had asked him to investigate an

outbreak of respiratory disease among mill workers.

"They thought it was some sort of an infection going

around. And when I told them it was byssinosis,

they were no longer interested in having me continue

my investigation."

In a July 10, 1969 editorial, America's Tex-

tile Reporter, a trade publication, said, "We are

particularly intrigued by the term 'Byssinosis', a

“(#581) “January 12, 1974 more. . . .



thing thought up by venal doctors who attended last

year 1 s ILO 'meetings in Africa where inferior races

are bound to be afflicted n-ew diseases more -super-

ior people defeated u-v

"As a matter of fact, we referred to the * Cot-

ton Fever" earlier, when we pointed out that" a- good
chaw of B.L, dark woulu take care of it, or 'some snuff.

Even if tie disease is properly diagnosed, there

is not much at this point' that- can' be done about it.

While certain types of drugs and inhalation therapy
can reduce the symptoms in some case?, the damage Brown

Lung does cannot be reversed* And just how widespread
is the problem? Some sources - - including Ralph Nader-

-

estimate that as many as 100,000 American workers may

be disabled by Brown Lung.

The first reaction- is- like an asthma attack, with

shortness: of breath, severe air hunger, chest tight-

ness, and a dry cough. These symptoms are caused by
a narrowing of the medium and small air tubes which
results from the .release of chemicals called histamines
by the lung tissue. The' symptoms are : -most '"offehtfelt
on Monday because' the lungs build up and store the

histamine over the weekend, and after it is released in

an allergic- like reaction to the first exposure to

cotton, the supply quickly dwindles over the rest of

the work week.

Eventually, breathing becomes so difficult
that any physical effort is impossible and the
-worker is- forced' out of the mill.-- In HardldJ s case,
the company offered him a transfer to a less dusty
part of the mill— a cut in pay of almost 40%. With
payments to make, there was no way he could afford

ft the transfer- -although he knows what the card room
is doing to him.

No Relief From the Law
Like coal miners suffering from Black Lung,

cotton mill workers disabled by Brown Lung have a

hard roe to hoe. The four main cotton textile states
Alabama, Gerogia, North and South Carolina, will
award Workman f s Compensation for "any recognized
occupational disease." This is the result of pres-
sure by workers. But textile industry pressure has
kept byssinosis from- being "recognized."

Several workers in North Carolina have won
out-of- court settlements but these settlements do
not recognize their disability as byssinosis. There
are no Social Security regulations to determine
disability standards for Brown Lung victims, and
as anyone familiar with the Black Lung struggle
knows, the Social Security Administration is hardly
liberal when it comes to making disability awards.
Says Harold, "I don * t think it should be that hard
for a person to get Social Security. Because if you
wait til—well , like my brother. Hecdied land his
wife is drawing, but what good did it do him?"

Congress has made no law to compensate for
Brown Lunge And although there are a number of bills
in the hopper that would make the companies liable
for compensation, their prospects s£oir 'passage don § t

look good.

Brown Lung could be prevented, if the textile
manufacturers were willing to spend the money re-
quired to install the necessary equipment. As of
April, 1971 the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) has a standard for cotton
dust control in plants. However, the standard is
arbitrary, .measuring the total dust level, rather
than

j us t the very fine dust which actually enters
tie lungs and causes the damage.

But regardless of the standard, dust measure-
ments are so rarely made in most textile mills that
enforcement in any case is minimal. OSHA inspectors
fer example, enter a plant only after a worker has
made a complaint- -which usually gives the company
time to clean up temporarily.

Even today, when synthetics have replaced cotton

in many uses, there are a quarter million cotton tex-

tile workers in this country* And this excludes cotton

gin workers, where Brown Lung is also a critical problem.

Studies have shown that as many as:.25%
;" of the workers

in a plant may have some degree of Brown Lung- -with the

percentage as high as 50% in certain areas of the mill.

Given the high turnover caused by the miserable
working conditions ir, many mills, it is probable that a

half-million workers are exposed to cotton dust every-

year. Include the large number of workers who have

spent long years in cotton mills but are now working-

in synthetics or "other jobs, textile workers who have

retired, and those forced out early- by disability, and

the figure of 100,000 seems Iowa
? 3 ^ ijihf

* 1

Although a. susceptible cotton worker may develop'

the disease at any time in her- or his working life, it

usually begins after only a short exposure. The first

reaction generally occurs when the worker returns to

the mill ."after a few dUf^s off- -a weekend or a vacation.

Because) o£‘ this" pattern* the initial stages have been

called "Monday Fever*"

A single attack is extremely frightening and un-
comfortable, but causes no permanent lung damage. Re-

peated attacks, however, may damage the lungs perman-
ently by rupturing the delicate air sacs, leading to a

condition similar to emphysema. Harold Weaver remem-
bers :

"I began to notice I had breathing problems back
in the -late v 50s. I know I could just run a short dis-
tance and l 1

' d be out of breath. I could climb a hill, •.

a flight ' of stairs , or lift something heavy, and I

would just be exhausted and I couldn't hardly breathe.
"And I would be so weak I would have to hold on

to something. T would have to try to breathe stronger
and deeper, and it just seemed that It wouldn't pene-
trate. It also occurs when the climate changes like 1 .

from a hot to a cool day. Also, the later in the night
it gets, the worse my breathing gets. And once or
twice I thought I wasn't going to get my breathing back,
it was more like a strangulation cough."

__
^ Y# 58

Tj"

'

It is ironic that the burden of enforcing the
dust control regulations is on the workers. The
Federal government could, after all, require the in-
stallation of continuous dust monitoring devices
in all plants 0 In June, 1971 McGraw-Hill, a business
research and publishing firm, disclosed that it
would cost the industry $110 million dollars just
to bring facilities up to present official pollu-
tion standards.

There is considerable proof that it is not the
dust itself but an enzyme contained In it which
causes byssinosis. An experimental steaming process
seems to be successful In destroying this enzyme.
But the Federal government has not made any move
to require installation of this process in cotton
mills or even to test its effectiveness.

Part of the overall problem is the small per-
centage of organized plants in the South. The Tex-

(CONTINUED ON. INS IDE FRONT COVER— - -
)
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Atthe invitation ofUnited States Steel...

LWAbel tellshowAmerica
canbecomemore productive

“Ifwe adopta dorit-give-a-damn attitude,
w

we riskbecominga second-dass economicpower.
I. W. Abel, President, United Steelworkers of America.

I call upon every American to enlist

in the crucial battle to improve our

lagging productivity.

Nothing less is at stake than our

jobs, the prices we pay, the very quality

of our lives.

Ominous signs have appeared that

all is not well. Between 1960 and 1972,

the average annual productivity rise in

the U.S. was 3.1%. In comparison, the

growth rate in a number of foreign

countries was double, in some cases

even higher!

By last year, 18% of all the steel sold

in this country was being produced

elsewhere. Statistics are sometimes dull,

but these leap to life when we think of all

the businesses that have shrunk, jobs

gone down the drain and families have

suffered lower living standards as a result.

What happened? Things have been

so good for so long that we’ve become

wasteful and inefficient. So wasteful that,

incredibly enough, many firms nowadays

actually expect to scrap 20% of what they

produce!

Let me be blunt: I believe we are

standing at a pivotal point in our history.

If we adopt a don’t-give-a-damn attitude,

we risk becoming a second-class economic

power.

How can we improve? In these ways

:

Byj^tepjung upfhe efficiency of each

worker. Does this mean work speedups,

job eliminations? Hardly. It does mean

cutting down on excessive absenteeism,

tardiness, turnover and overtime. It does

mean improving the morale of workers,

more effective work incentives-- and

really listening to the man at the work-

bench. I’ve always believed that all the

brains in the great American economy

weren’t in the executive suite!

Bv improving our technology and

realjy using the technologyj^already

possess . Let’s put our brainpower to work

to create more efficient manufacturing

processes and better equipment. But then

let’s use them.

Important steps are being taken to

help solve the problem. For example, the

steel industry and the United Steel-

workers of America have established

joint advisory committees on productivity

at each plant. This co-operative venture is

a recognition that workers and employers

Like Oliver Twist, labor has always

sought “more”- more wages and benefits.

But labor also knows that to obtain more,

we mu st produce more.

Together we face a great challenge.

Together, I am confident we will succeed.

United States Steel, along with other

steel companies, recently sighed a land-

mark agreemen t with the United Steel-

workers ofAmerica. In it, labor and

management guarantee to resolve their

bargaining issues without an industry-

wide strike. Continuity ofproduction, of

course, is basic to a higher rate of

productivity, and so this agreement is of

major significance to U.S. Steel as well as

to its thousands of steel-buying customers.

United States Steel Corporation,

600 Grant St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

@ We’re involved.
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TOP RIGHT: Workers ' entrance to US Steel TOP LEFT ; This US Steel ad appeared in several

-plant in Birmingham4 Alabama . This can . national publications , It is mentioned in

be used with the information and interview the information and interview about produa-

about productivity . that starts on page 1,
' Uvity that starts on page 2,

CREDIT: LNS

BOTTOM LEFT : This is part cf a tourist brochure
BOTTOM RIGHT CREDIT; THE MILITANT/LNS for Habitation; Lealera in Haiti , which its

owner describes as nthe most extraordinary 3

lascivious and decadent place in the world*"
Haiti is one of the poorest countries in the

__
GOES WITH STORI IN LAST RACKE/E world .
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TOP RIGHT;, Strikers on the picket line of

Birmingham Stove and Range in Burning '

ham, Alabama, Production has been

stopped there since the strike started

Nov. SO . in, this photo the strikers axe

si minx up for picket duty.

SEE STORY IN THE LAST PAST PACKET (#580).

CREDIT; LNS

TOP TWO LEFT; Thai students demonstrating in

Bangkok, In October their demonstrations

caused the government to topple. In January

they demonstrated against U.S. presence

there

,

GOES WITH STORY THAT IS ON PAGE 5.

BOTTOM RIGHT: The Atlanta home of Bolling

Jones, Jr,, a member of the family that

owns Birmingham Stove and Range

SEE STORY IN LAST PACKET (#5 80) . THERE, ARE

ALSO MORE PHOTOS THERE.

CREDIT ; LNS

BOTTOM LEFT CREDIT ; TIME OUT /LNS
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